
 

 

Suffolk Trading Standards officers have seized 868 sensory toys from a retailer in 
Lowestoft. 
 
Concerns were made to the Department about the sale of toys that did not have any CE 
labelling and that had easily fallen apart. 
 
Officers visited the store, and following a visual assessment seized the toys. Many of the 
toys have no labelling, no details of the manufacturer or importer, no warnings to their age 
suitability, and do not have a CE or UKCA mark. 
 
Samples of some of the toys will be sent away for testing, and investigations continue. 
 



 

No one wants to take a risk with toy safety, so always bear in mind these tips when buying 
for children:  

1. Look for the 'CE' or 'UKCA' symbol: this means the manufacturer has assessed 
the toy for safety. Find the symbol on the label or box. 

2. Reputation matters: look for suppliers who have a good reputation for safe and 
reliable toys. They’ll have good safety standards and refund policies. 

3. Button battery safety: many toys may have button batteries - which can prove 
lethal if ingested. Check they are screwed in safely before giving to a child. 

4. Check age restrictions: toys must be clearly marked with age restrictions, which 
assess risks such as choking hazards. Always follow the age recommendations. 

5. Consider additional needs: remember that children with additional needs might 
be more vulnerable, and make sure you shop accordingly. 

6. Choking hazards: avoid toys with small parts or loose fabric – they can be choking 
hazards. 

If you are concerned about the safety of a toy, please stop a child from playing with it 
immediately. Report the product to us by calling Citizens Advice Consumer Service on 
0808 223 1133.  
 

 

Have you heard of the Amazon package scam called “brushing?” 
 
This crime involves having packages you didn’t order from Amazon show up on your 
doorstep. 



 
At first glance, receiving packages you haven’t paid for might seem like a great problem to 
have. 
 
The victims are not charged for the items in questions, but also can’t stop the items from 
being shipped. Scammers engage in this behaviour in an effort to make the purchase look 
genuine and avoid violating Amazon’s terms for reviewing one’s own products. Instead 
they set up multiple fake accounts to purchase their own products and then give 
themselves glowing reviews. 
 
The more reviews a product has, the more likely people are to buy the goods as they trust 
that it will suit their needs. 
 
This means that it is more profitable for these companies to give away their products at the 
start, as they will turn a profit thanks to their fake reviews. 
 
Some people might not think of this as being “victims” of a scam. After all, you’re not being 
charged for the items, no one has touched your credit card (that you know of), and 
technically, these items aren’t even stolen since the seller is the one who purchased them. 
The reality, though, is being involved in a brushing scam means that someone has gained 
access to your name, mailing address, and potentially other information. Depending on 
how they accessed your information, they could be privy to a lot more of your personally 
identifiable information than you realise. 
 
If you begin receiving packages that are addressed to you but you did not order, contact 
the retailer immediately. Then change your passwords on your online accounts, just in 
case the scammer got your address by hacking an account.  
 
You can check if your email or phone number has been leaked in a data breach 
here: https://haveibeenpwned.com/ 
 
Help to protect yourself from identity theft:  

• Protect your name and address by opting out of the ‘open’ electoral 
register: https://www.gov.uk/electoral-register/opt-out-of-the-open-register 

• Regularly check your bank accounts and chase up any statements that you don’t 
get when you expect them.  

• Dispose of anything containing your personal or banking details by using a cross-
cut shredder or tearing into small pieces. 

• Protect your internet-connected devices with up-to-date security software, and 
make sure you install all official software updates and security fixes on such 
devices. 



 

Report a scam to us by calling the national Citizens Advice Consumer Service on 0808 223 
1133.  
 

 

We’ve had reports that Nottingham Knockers have been calling at properties in and around 
Kessingland, Beccles, Mutford and Ipswich. 

 
They may still be in the area or could have moved on elsewhere in the County. 

 
If you are approached at the door and are not expecting a caller, our advice is not to 

answer. 
 

If a doorstep caller knocks on your door, please do not deal with them, and report to us via 
0808 223 1133. 

 
These individuals are claiming that they have just come out of prison, and are on a youth 
offending scheme, attempting to mend their ways. They then try to sell the householder 

everyday household products at very high prices. 
 

Trading Standards always advise residents to refrain from buying at the doorstep and not 
to buckle to pressure from salespeople offering supposedly one-off ‘buy it now’ low prices. 

 
These Nottingham Knockers work in gangs across the country and they are NOT involved 



 

in any officially recognised offender rehabilitation programme. Many do not possess 
Pedlar’s Certificates, which are issued by police. 

 
If you are approached at the door, please refuse to buy. 

 

 

With lockdown restrictions easing and the milder weather (finally!) on it's way, we are 
concerned that we will start to see an increase in doorstep crime. 
 
We have received a number of calls recently regarding groups of individuals offering to 
carry out work at residential properties across Suffolk. We have have also received reports 
of fish sellers, Nottingham Knockers individuals going door to door selling garden furniture. 
 
Due to the easing of Covid-19 restrictions and hopefully better weather, there will likely be 
an increase in these incidents. 
 
As such, we want to remind residents to stay alert and look out for vulnerable neighbours. 
 
Trading Standards always advise residents to refrain from buying at the doorstep and not 
to buckle to pressure from salespeople offering supposedly one-off ‘buy it now’ low prices. 
 
Here are our top 10 tips on how to deal with doorstep sellers: 



1. Never sign or agree to anything on the spot. 
2. Check the trader’s identity. Always ask for an identity card and look up the 

organisation to check the salesperson’s identity is genuine. 
3. Be wary of special offers or warnings about your home. 
4. Always shop around for the best price. 
5. Read the small print. Always read documents carefully before you sign them and 

make sure you fully understand your rights. 
6. Double check the facts. Make sure you fully understand the total costs of the 

transaction –including estimates, delivery and installation and the arrangements for 
after-sales servicing. 

7. Talk to someone you trust for a second opinion. 
8. Don’t hand over a cash deposit. Avoid handing over money before work is started. 

A reliable trader will never ask you to do this. 
9. Think very carefully before you agree to a trader starting any work straight away. If 

you agree to have any work done or goods delivered within the seven day cooling-
off period, you may have to pay if you later change your mind and cancel the 
contract. 

10. Trust your instincts. If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is. 
Know your rights around the law and cold calling doorstep traders 
 
If you pay or agree to pay over £42 for any services or goods that are sold to you in your 
home, then:  

• you have 14 days to cancel the agreement. If you cancel, any monies that you 
have paid should be returned to you 

• the trader must give you a written notice of your cancellation rights when you agree 
the contract. If the trader doesn't provide you with this information, they commit a 
criminal offence 

This protection applies even when you invite a trader to your home. 
 
Although doorstep calling is not illegal, the law states that a trader who ignores a resident's 
request to leave and not return commits a criminal offence. You can show you do not want 
to receive visits from cold calling doorstep traders by displaying our sticker. 
 
Any trader that puts you under pressure by suggesting you have to make a decision there 
and then, or that the "special price" is only available for a limited period in order to make 
you sign up, may be committing a criminal offence. 
 
Doorstep traders are trained in sales techniques and can be very persuasive. 
 
Be very wary of signing anything as you may give up your rights to cancel. 
 



 

Our advice is to always say "No thank you - please leave" and then immediately close the 
door. If the trader won't go away, tell them that you will call Suffolk Trading Standards. If 
you feel under real threat or in danger, you should contact Suffolk Police.  
We can help stop such traders calling at your property, and those in your community. 
 
We have produced No Cold Calling stickers that can be displayed on your door. If you 
would like one, please email us with your address to tradingstandards@suffolk.gov.uk, and 
we will pop it in the post to you. 
 
To give greater protection to you and your neighbours, we would recommend that you 
nominate your road to become a No Cold Calling Zone (NCCZ). This is a geographical 
areas where residents have identified that they do not want visits from unsolicited or 'cold' 
callers. 
 
You need to consider: 

• the main reason for setting up the NCCZ must be crime prevention or reduction, or 
reducing the fear of crime - and there must be a likely chance that a NCCZ will 
assist in achieving this purpose 

• there must be a problem already identified in relation to crime in your area; for 
example, there needs to be specific intelligence or evidence of high levels of 
doorstep crime 

• the size of the NCCZ must be limited and directly correspond to the geographic 
scope of the identified problem 

• there must be a high number of residents in the area who are particularly 
vulnerable to exploitation and/or deception from unsolicited or 'cold' callers 

Find our more about the scheme here and how to apply 
here: https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/community-and-safety/suffolk-trading-standards/fair-
trading/no-cold-calling-zones/ 
 
If you are approached by a doorstep caller, please do not engage. Close the door and 
report them to us by contacting Citizens Advice Consumer Services on 0808 223 1133.   
 



 

Don't let your wine investment go sour! 
 

There is a trend of targeting members of the public who are seeking to sell their wine 
investment. Fraudsters agree to purchase the victims wine, but instead transfer the stock 
into their own account without paying the victim. The fraudulently obtained wine is then 

believed to be sold on to other, unsuspecting victims. 
 

Fraudsters set up fake companies and websites as well as exploit the names of legitimate, 
established companies to facilitate this fraud. They cold-call the victims and offer to 

purchase their wine for significantly more than the actual market value. 
 

Fraudulent documents, such as purchase agreements, are used to facilitate the fraud and 
are sent to the victims via post and email. Some fraudsters have gone as far as setting up 

fake escrow services in order to fool the potential sellers that the payments have been 
transferred. 

 
The fraudsters send the victims instructions to transfer their wine into storage accounts 

held within legitimate bonded warehouses. The victims are informed that upon doing this 
they will be paid the agreed amount. The use of storage accounts held within legitimate 

bonded warehouses adds an air of legitimacy to the process but in actual fact these 
storage accounts are controlled by the fraudsters. 

 



 

Once the wine is transferred into the new storage accounts the suspects break off all 
contact with the victims. The wine is then moved again, normally within days and often 

abroad, and, needless to say, the victim never receives the money from the agreed sale. 
 

Advice is available here from Action Fraud 
here: https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/news/wine-investment-fraud-dont-let-your-

investment-go-sour 

 

 

IKEA is recalling HEROISK and TALRIKA plates, bowls, and mugs due to risk of breakage 
and burns. 

 
IKEA is asking customers who have purchased HEROISK or TALRIKA plates, bowls, or 

mugs which were sold between August 2019 and May 2021 to stop using them. 
 

IKEA has received reports of the plates, bowls and mugs breaking, potentially causing 
burns due to hot contents. The products have been withdrawn from sale and they are now 

issuing a recall. 
 

If you have the products you should return them to an IKEA store for a full refund. Proof of 
purchase (receipt) is not required. 

 
Please visit https://ikea.co.uk/ or contact Customer Services on 0203 645 0010 for more 



 

information. 
 

HEROISK 
 

Article No-Article name 
 

40414140- HEROISK bowl 14 green/yellow 
00414142-HEROISK bowl 14 green/yellow 2-p RU 

20414141-HEROISK bowl 14 green/yellow AP 
30426860-HEROISK mug 25 cl light red/yellow 2-p 

10426861-HEROISK mug 25 cl light red/yellow 2-p AP 
90426862-HEROISK mug 25 cl light red/yellow 2-p RU 

80414143-HEROISK plate w 3 comp 22 light red/green 2-p 
60414144-HEROISK plate w 3 comp 22 light red/green 2-p AP 
30414145-HEROISK plate w 3 comp 22 light red/green 2-p RU 

00421411-HEROISK side plate 19 blue/light red 2-p80421412HEROISK side plate 19 
blue/light red 2-p AP 

60421413-HEROISK side plate 19 blue/light red 2-p RU 
 

TALRIKA 
 

Article No-Article name 
 

80452738-TALRIKA bowl 11 white 4-p 
60452739-TALRIKA bowl 11 white 4-p AP 
70417482-TALRIKA bowl 14 light red 4-p 

20421108-TALRIKA bowl 14 light red 4-p AP 
90417481-TALRIKA deep plate 20 light green 4-p 

50421121-TALRIKA deep plate 20 light green 4-p AP 
30421122-TALRIKA deep plate 20 light green 4-p RU 

30417479-TALRIKA mug 25 cl light red 4-p 
30421117-TALRIKA mug 25 cl light red 4-p AP10 

421118-TALRIKA mug 25 cl light red 4-p RU 
10417480-TALRIKA side plate 19 dark blue 4-p 

90421119-TALRIKA side plate 19 dark blue 4-p AP 
70421120-TALRIKA side plate 19 dark blue 4-p RU  

 

 

 

 


